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PhotoImpact Album is a group of software programs that include a very powerful photo database program. Variable thumbnail sizes, multiple search functions,
and dozens of extra data fields are available for each image. An excellent image
editor is included with the database, as well as links to programs such as Adobe
Photoshop. Uses most of the Adobe Photoshop plug-in filters.

NoBODY LIKES disorganization or
clutter. Keeping things in order is the
name of the game, especially when it
comes to organizing your negatives and
slides. It's a never ending battle as there are
always new images to file.
When we first started a filing system for
our negatives and slides, we designed the
"Drafahl Numbering System." It was a
simple system that allowed us to identify a
specific subject, followed by the number
of images filed under that subject heading.
We proudly set forth to individually number our vast collection of images. We
quickly realized there was no way the two
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Ixla Explorer works very much like Windows Explorer except that it catalogs and
displays thumbnails of each graphic image. You can drag and drop files to image
editor icons, and the program will open with the file loaded. A catalog of each
drive and directory is saved so that when you come back to that directory, the
thumbnail is already created.

of us could catalog all the images before it
was time for us to retire!
We quickly devised "Plan B" in which
we would only number images as they
were sent out for potential stock photo
sales or to accompany an article. We
wouldn't be able to number all the images
in our lifetime, but at least the valuable
ones would have a number and be sent
out over and over. Best of all, we would
now have some semblance of order and
still have a life.
When computers became popular,
everyone convinced us that our filing system was antiquated and we should re-

enter all the data into a computer filing
database. Being the open-minded folks
that we are, we gave it try. We found the
task labor-intensive and when we conducted an image search, all we ended up
with was information specific to one particular image. If we actually wanted to see
the image, we still had to open the file
drawer and look for the image. That didn't
seem to solve anything!
In time, computer programs became
more sophisticated and a variety of photo
database programs became available to
help catalog digital image files. Inexpensive scanners made it easy to enter traRANCEFINDER • JUNE 2000

Advanced Disk Catalog (ADC) is an outstanding file name database program
that makes an excellent companion program to any photo database program.

ImageAXS Pro is an excellent stand-alone photo database program that lets
you import images from a variety of sources, including scanners, digital cameras
and storage disks. The program uses a black background instead of the traditional white background for the image albums.

Above and right: MCI PhotoSuite III is a collection of interactive programs that let
you create a photo database, edit images, print with a multi-printing program
and put together a variety of creative projects.

Above and right: Ulead Photo Express is a group of programs that includes a very eye pleasing photo database, image editor, projects editor and a printing program.

ditional slides and negatives into the digital world. As digital cameras increased in
quality and dropped in price, many photographers made purchases.
The problem of compiling all photo files
http://www.rangefinder-network.com

into one tracking system still existed for
photographers. Enthusiastically many
tackled the project of converting their
entire collection of traditional negatives
and slides into a digital photo database.

Very quickly they realized that scanning a
thumbnail image and entering the data
was very time intensive. If they wanted it
all in one system, they would have to dedicate extensive time and manpower to fin-

ACDSee imports images from a
variety of sources and displays
them very much like Windows
Explorer except that the graphic
images are displayed as thumbnails. Information about each
image can be displayed at the
bottom of the thumbnail, and a
search engine lets you look for
photos in the database. Images
can also be dragged and dropped
onto other image editing
program icons.
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Image Expert works very much like Windows Explorer except
that it displays all graphic files to the side of the file name
explorer. You can zoom in on any selected image with a dick of
the mouse. An excellent search engine is included with tabs
along the side of the explorer.

Arc Soft Media
Browser 2000 lets
you add images
from a variety of
sources and create a
photo database.
Images can be
selected and placed
in a digital slide
show, or packaged
and shipped via email postcards.
Images can be edited directly from
photo database files.
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Microsoft Picture It! Express is a combination album, projects,
and image editing program.

ish the project.
The key is to use a database program
that makes your filing job easiest. When
picking a suitable database for your filing
system, look closely at the features it
offers. Does it provide control over thumbnail size? Can you include additional information for each image to help in your
image search? Does the program have a
link to an editing program so you can go
directly from the database to the editing
program? Can you perform batch tasks to
numerous images at once? Does the program allow you to output thumbnails to
your favorite digital printer?
There are a lot of programs out there, so
you can usually get the features you desire.
We have include a list of several of the
database programs we have found to be
most effective. Many of the companies
offer a demo download, to help in your
selection. Software manufacturers often
offer database programs as part of a larger
suite of programs that include image editors, projects editors, and special printing
functions. Don't assume that they are less
efficient than the stand-alone database
programs. Make your program selection
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based on your specific needs, cost and the
versatility of the program.
So, now that you have a database program, how do you go about organizing
the images? Putting digital photos into a
database is easy as they are already in digital form. Simply allow the database program to catalog and generate thumbnail
images and you are set.
You will have to decide the desired resolution for scanning slides and negatives
into the system. A thumbnail version will
scan faster, but you will always have to rescan the image if you need a higher resolution for printing. Before you decide to
catalog all the slides and negatives in your
files, we suggest that you time yourself
and see just how long it takes to scan and
enter data for several images. If you have a
large number of images, you may find that
you will be spending more time filing
than shooting!
We still like time to get out and photograph, so our solution is to screen down
our scanning selections. We go through
specific topic and pick out just our best
images in that category to scan. After they
are scanned, we put two small dots on the

side of each slide mount to indicate they
have been scanned. After we have made
the first pass through all the categories, we
then make a second pass, picking up additional images. We find this method is the
least work-intensive and puts only our
best images in the database. You are probably thinking that our system sounds feasible for digital images and slides, but what
about negatives? You can't batch scan
them as easily, so we have devised a
strange solution—we mount all our negatives in slide mounts! We have found that
images stored in negative pages have more
damage than negatives mounted in slide
mounts. We can add information about
each image on the slide mount, such as
film type, location, subject, date and photographer. It is easy to weed out all the bad
images, group subjects just as we do with
slides and batch scanning is a breeze. The
downside to mounting negatives is the
additional cost. We have our own slide
mounter and slide imprinter, and find
them an invaluable asset to keeping order
in our image library. If you decide to convert, just find a cooperative photo lab to
work with.
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You will notice that included in the list
of database programs is a lone non-photo
database program. Advanced Disk
Catalog, is a file name, non-thumbnail
database and we included it because we
feel it is a great companion program. After
testing dozens of programs on the
Internet, we found it to be one of the
fastest file name database programs we
have ever seen. When we catalog digital
files into our system, we use both ADC
and a standard photo database. If we have
a clue to the file name, we use ADC to
narrow down our search for the specific
image CD, and then use the photo database to fine-tune our search. We have over
400 gigabytes worth of images, and ADC
can find any file in less than 5 seconds.
Not bad for a program that costs around
$20! One word of warning: Make sure
that you back up your photo database
often. We use write-once CDs and store
them in a different location. If your program has an auto-backup function, make
sure that saves onto a different drive than
where you store your primary files. We set
our backup to every 10 minutes when we
are working with databases, and knock on
wood, we have never lost a database file.
Check out these fine database programs
and start getting your images organized.
More Information
...On The Web

Go Cordless!
Wein cordless flash control swstems free you from the tangles
and hassles of sync cords, so you can move
and shoot with confluence.

PRO-SYNCIX

Ina xlnl Infrared Remote Control

If \vu shoot uwcinig) or eivnts utoere otfxr
pfjotograplxrs are a factor. Pro-Sync IX isfor you.
Its ptiratdy-enaxlecl transmitkr/tvceii'er combo
can't be trityenxi or jammed by (tnynne's jlasl)
or comfrromiseil b\' nuHo tfauk l-'ins witr
rttnott'Jlash tip to dOOfeetauuy in any direction!

SSR

Non-Enmded Slave Triggering System

In /At' stiute or on locution, suvm' <mr [hitoyafJxrs ana" fair flaslxs are not a Jticior. mount
an eoonomtodSSR transtnitter on 'your camera.
ItsJilleml/>///«' litfjt signal uilljnv any number
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Send for our complete brochure of remote control products,
including tlie world's broadest line of photo slaves.
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Helping Create the
World's"

ADVANCED CORDLESS FLASH CONTROL
The Tien Company • 21 Jet View Drive, Rochester, NT M24 • FAX (800) 394-3686 • \wv.tiffen.com • www.saundeniph(*).com
In Canada: Nadel Enterprise. Toronto. Ontario

he quality of light is unbelievable".
Dun Blair

ACDSee
[www.acdsystems.com]
Advanced Disk Catalog
[www.elcomsoft.com]
Image Expert
[www.sierraimaging.com]
ixla Explorer
[www.ixla.com]
PhotoImpact Album
[www.ulead.com]
Image AXS Pro
[www.caere.com]
MGI PhotoSuite III
[www.mgisoft.com]
Ulead PhotoExpress
[www.ulead.com]
Media Browser
[www.arcsoft.com]

j adds may depth and dimension to my port
thn)ii»ltout the entire life of the flash tnk'... consistent flash • m -ju
rapid fire situations... beautifully m'.v/) and contnrilable."

Picture It!
[www.microsoft.com]

Find out uh\ seasoned pros like Don Blair, \\lio can huu' ain lights tlitA \\ani. consisteiitK di
\ISVIT.r, bv Bron. Visit \our auihori/iil Ihisst'lhlailAISVl'II ilnili-ror w^Nv.luLssclhladusi

lack and Sue Drafahl are freelance journalists/photographers living in the Pacific Northwest.
They have owned and operated a custom lab and
service bureau, Image Concepts, for many years.
They can be reached at: concepts@pacifier.com/.

From Feb. 1—June 30,2000... stretch your lighting dollars with one of our generous new
YISATEC* Rebate Offers!' Call or >isit our website for details.

HASSfLBLAD
H.iNx'lbl.ullS\lnc
See Us at Photo+Expo West—Booth 301
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